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Abstract: Modeling human behavior in the context of social systems in which we are embedded realistically
requires capturing the underlying heterogeneity in human populations. However, trade-offs associated with
different approaches to introducing heterogeneity could either enhance or obfuscate our understanding of outcomes and the processes by which they are generated. Thus, the question arises: how to incorporate heterogeneity when modeling human behavior as part of population-scale phenomena such that greater understanding is obtained? We use an agent-based model to compare techniques of introducing heterogeneity at initialization or generated during the model’s runtime. We show that initializations with unstructured heterogeneity
can interfere with a structural understanding of emergent processes, especially when structural heterogeneity
might be a key part of driving how behavioral responses dynamically shape emergence in the system. We find
that incorporating empirical population heterogeneity – even in a limited sense – can substantially contribute
to improved understanding of how the system under study works.
Keywords: Agent-Based Model, Diffusion Model, Empirical Data-Driven Model, Heterogeneous Population, Model
Performance, Complex Systems

Introduction
1.1 Box famously declared that all models are wrong – since then some models have been declared useful – but
equally important is his caution against being “concerned about mice when there are tigers abroad” (Box 1976,
p.792). Box’s mice certainly contribute to error, but it is the tigers that contribute to erroneous understanding
of the systems and phenomena under study. In the pursuit of increasingly useful models of social systems,
there is value, alongside analyzing outcomes themselves, in understanding how outcomes come about. Such
a structural understanding comes from bringing social science theory to bear on empirical data that captures
the underlying heterogeneity of human populations. But doing so offers two openings for Box’s tigers to enter:
through the operationalization of theory or through the introduction of empirical context. The central theme
here is heterogeneity: individuals often display significant heterogeneity in how they act and how they respond
to changing conditions. The question thus arises: how does our understanding of a system and its outcomes
stem from the heterogeneity that we observe empirically as opposed to the way we model the evolution of
heterogeneity over time?
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1.2 In many applications, representing heterogeneity in individuals’ attributes and behaviors is critical. In epidemiological modeling, for example, connecting attributes to behaviors to outcomes can shed light on novel policy
approaches for containment (Bavel et al. 2020; Gulden et al. 2021; Vermeulen et al. 2021). Agent-based models
(ABMs) are particularly well suited to capturing this kind of heterogeneity. Compared to top-down, equationbased models, ABMs account for inhomogeneous mixing of populations by simulating individual-level actions
and interactions and generating emergent, system-level outcomes. An ABM can incorporate agent heterogeneity in many ways (Chapuis et al. 2022). For instance, when the agents are humans, it could be through variations
in age, race, income, disease susceptibility and infectiousness, interaction patterns, etc. (Crooks & Heppenstall
2012). However, increasing the level of detail in agents is only useful from a modeling perspective to the extent that the heterogeneity either informs agent behavior – e.g., interaction patterns which vary with age – or
contextualizes modeling outcomes – e.g., who might become infected.
1.3 The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has provided fertile ground for deploying ABM to understand the spread of
the disease and to model interventions (Hammond 2020; Hoertel et al. 2020; Kerr et al. 2021; Lorig et al. 2021;
Manzo & van de Rijt 2020; Vermeulen et al. 2021; Shastry et al. 2016). Connecting populations to sensible intervention designs requires incorporating realistic variation in the traits and behaviors of individuals, but little
guidance exists on resolving uncertainty around the linkages between demographics and behavior (Amblard
et al. 2015; Bavel et al. 2020; Chapuis et al. 2022). As one approaches the initialization and configuration of
models of human systems, through which doors do Box’s tigers lurk? In addressing this question, we present a
case study in a flexible household-level, county-scale ABM of the social spread of COVID-19. With this ABM as a
testbed, we experiment with different ways of associating demographics with agent behavior. Augmenting the
drivers of behavior, we discuss the effects on system level outcomes of both introducing heterogeneity during
initialization and generating it over time. The following section provides background on ABMs in epidemiological modeling and contact networks. Then, we outline the empirical data on which our modeled populations
are based. Next, we present the model itself, paying special attention to the ways in which we introduce and
generate heterogeneity. Finally, we discuss how these changes affect the underlying mechanisms and outputs
of the model.

Background
Agent-based models in epidemiology
2.1 Top-down, equation-based approaches have a long history in epidemiological modeling (Kermack & McKendrick
1927). Compartmental models partition a population into compartments reflecting their disease status – e.g.,
Susceptible, Exposed, Infected, or Recovered (SEIR) – and model transitions from one compartment to the next
as illustrated in Figure 1. At the outset of the COVID-19 pandemic, many researchers characterized the spread
of the disease using SEIR models leading to estimates of progression durations and probabilities by age for the
novel disease (Tec et al. 2020).
2.2 Since compartmental models place an emphasis on population-level disease dynamics, including individual
behavioral responses and analyzing individual outcomes is a point of friction. Additionally, a key assumption
of the compartmental model approach hinders the analysis of diverse populations. Undergirding these models
is the mass-action principle – that the rate of infection spread is proportional to the product of the concentrations of susceptible and infected individuals. Implicit in this principle is the assumption of homogeneous mixing
which, contrary to observed human social structures, dictates that all individuals have an equal probability of
coming in contact with one another (Anderson & May 1991; Tolles & Luong 2020). This is reasonable for populations with contact patterns approximated by regular random networks (where each individual is randomly
connected to the same number of other individuals), but begins to break down as the number of connections
becomes increasingly variable and decreases on average (Bansal et al. 2007).
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Figure 1: Summary of SEIR compartmental model formulation.
2.3 While extensions to SEIR models (Anderson & May 1979; Ball et al. 1997; Capasso & Serio 1978) can relax the
mass-action assumption, ABMs avoid it entirely by incorporating individual-level resolution. In the context of
COVID-19, an overall significant reduction in contact rates (Feehan & Mahmud 2021) alongside substantial variability between workers classified as essential and nonessential (Pedersen & Favero 2020) suggest the importance of inhomogeneous mixing. Heterogeneous behavioral responses to disease outbreak and subsequent
public-health orders variously targeting different locales and population cohorts further motivate this modeling consideration. The use of ABMs in modeling diffusion problems in general and disease spread in particular is
well established (Crooks & Hailegiorgis 2014; Dunham 2005; Koehler et al. 2021; Rai & Henry 2016). For example,
Rai & Robinson (2015) used an ABM with detailed household characteristics to model how solar PV technologies
diffuses through a city. Meanwhile, an early epidemiological ABM noted that compartmental models are limited
by homogeneous mixing assumptions (Epstein et al. 2004). Following epidemiological literature demonstrated
how the range of network structures, individual heterogeneity, and behavior that ABMs admit – as opposed to a
basic, deterministic SEIR compartmental model – more faithfully reproduces the dynamics of metapopulation
models while providing the modeler with more detailed and localized information (Ajelli et al. 2010; Rahmandad & Sterman 2008). Heterogeneous agents and behaviors allow ABMs to represent systems that better mimic
real world conditions (Bonabeau 2002). This heterogeneity can stem from differences in agent characteristics
(specified during initialization) as well as decision making rules. The resulting structure of model detail has implications for an ABM’s ability to accurately predict outcomes (Buchmann et al. 2016). This has driven interest
in developing systematic approaches to incorporating empirics into ABMs (Smajgl et al. 2011; Taghikhah et al.
2021).
2.4 ABMs have been used to explore policies which limit social mobility during epidemics (Germann et al. 2006)
and to show how the spread of protective or risk-seeking behaviors can be coupled with the spread of the disease itself (Epstein et al. 2008). For COVID-19, compliance with policy has been heterogeneous and played a
role in mortality rates (Bargain & Aminjonov 2020). This highlights the need to modulate and extend the dynamics of simple compartmental models to capture the influence of behavioral dynamics on an epidemic’s
spread (Funk et al. 2010). Such dynamics have been shown to depend both on heterogeneity in initialization
and on the evolution of heterogeneous attributes (Brown & Robinson 2006; O’Sullivan et al. 2012). Separately,
ABM initializations have been shown to have an impact on how agent attributes evolve (Zhang et al. 2015). In
the absence of relevant empirics, it is common to initialize agents with characteristics drawn randomly from a
uniform distribution (Brown & Robinson 2006; Bruch & Atwell 2015; Gilbert 2008). In both modeling contexts
(epidemiological & agent-based) input data has been shown to be important.

Heterogeneity and contact networks
2.5 Departing from the homogeneous mixture assumption in an ABM requires construction of an underlying network (Amblard et al. 2015), of which the emergent contact network is a subset. Through the behaviors they
help generate, these networks serve as a conduit to connect individual attributes to outcomes. When demographic data are available but empirical networks are unobserved, one approach is to seed networks by assigning agents to places (e.g., schools, offices, hospitals) and probabilistically create connections between individuals in the same location (Meyers et al. 2005). A second approach generates contact networks from empirical
mobility data without a connection to individual demographic and socio-economic attributes (Frias-Martinez
et al. 2011). Here, in the absence of empirical contact networks, we systematically and parsimoniously build
networks based on empirical demographic data.
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2.6 Several types of network constructs have been proposed and used to model different real-world systems, including (but not limited to): regular lattice, random, small world, and scale free (Amblard et al. 2015). Among
the most recently conceived, small world networks (SWNs) have been shown to approximate human social networks (Wang & Chen 2003). The shape of a SWN – as a set of nodes connected by edges – lies between that of a
regular lattice and random network. Randomly “rewiring” a parametrized proportion of the edges in a regular
lattice to connect to different nodes yields a SWN, which approaches a random network as that proportion approaches 1. The result is densely clustered like a regular lattice with the occasional far-reaching tie to distant
nodes like a random network. These two features – density and reach – are fundamentally tied to diffusion
within the network (Watts & Strogatz 1998). In addition to social interactions over social networks, workplace
interactions pose opportunities to spread infection. Workplace and social interactions differ in that while most
individuals can curtail social contacts if needed, some employees (e.g., hospital caregivers) may not be able to
reduce workplace contact rates (Meyers et al. 2005; Mutambudzi et al. 2021). Naturally, this can apply to both
the employee and the recipient of employee services (e.g., hospital patient, grocery store customer). In line
with this framing, we conceive of contact networks as being the outcome of three types of interactions: social
interactions, and interactions in the workplace related to service provision and service receipt.
2.7 The average local clustering coefficient measures the proportion of nodes connected to a focal node that are
also connected to each other – the cluster density – of an entire network. Characteristic path length – how far
apart any two nodes are – measures the abundance of far-reaching ties and, in a SWN, scales with the logarithm
of the number of nodes (Watts & Strogatz 1998). The degree of a node is the number of edges which connect to
it; this can be decomposed for directed graphs by looking at only incoming or outgoing connections. The higher
the variability of degrees across nodes, the more inhomogeneous mixing a network exhibits (Bansal et al. 2007).
2.8 In this work, we take agents with high-resolution demographic detail and estimate the SWNs that connect them
based on those details. Using those networks as an input, we leverage ABM to test different ways of associating
demographics with agent behavior and connections. In other words, we compare ways of introducing heterogeneity – both during initialization and over time – in the drivers of agent behavior which in turn create emergent
contact networks and eventually system-level outcomes.

Data
3.1 We aim to synthesize a population of household-level agents with three key features: a rich set of characteristics, at a high spatial resolution, and with little interpolation or manipulation of input data. This is accomplished
using several household-level statistics (listed in Table 1) provided by the U.S. Census Bureau’s American Community Survey 5-year (ACS5) data (U.S. Census Bureau 2018). We relate these data geospatially to census block
group TIGER/Line Shapefiles (U.S. Census Bureau 2010). The result is a county-level modeled population drawn
from demographic distributions specific to each block group. We then model behavioral characteristics – in the
context of disease spread: risk tolerance – which are not readily available at the same scale or level of detail
as the demographic variables. We also estimate weekly activity rates for essential and nonessential activities
based on the American Time Use survey (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 2018).
Variable Group(s)
B11001B-I
B19037B-I
B11016
C24010

Description
Number of households by race & ethnicity
Age of householder by household income, race & ethnicity*
Household sizes by family type
Occupation breakdowns by sex

Table 1: Variable groups used from American Community Survey 5-year data. *Finest available resolution is
census tract.
3.2 The finest resolution data on the age of householder subdivided by income for each race/ethnicity group (B19037BI) is at the census tract level. To overcome this and estimate the distribution for block groups, we reference
another set of measures: namely, the number of households by race/ethnicity per block group (B11001B-I). In
a given census tract, we calculate what proportion of households fall into each block group and use this as a
weighting factor to estimate the number of households with each combination of race/ethnicity, age, and income for block groups. The ACS5 variable groups B11016 & C24010 provide further information at the block
group level about household sizes and occupations, respectively. Using these three statistics, we convert the
number of households in each characteristic bin to a simple probabilistic model. Importantly, the combination
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of B19037B-I & B11001B-I gives a joint distribution of age, income, and race. These properties are then paired
with household size and occupation characteristics linked only by geography (block group). This has the effect of smoothing any inequalities in the distribution of these characteristics between income, racial/ethnic,
and age groups, but captures the patterns of heterogeneity embedded in the ACS data and in the system under
analysis.
3.3 In the final synthesized population, agents can have any combination of the characteristic shown in Table 2.
The population size is equal to the number of households in the given county reported by ACS5. Here, we analyze Travis County, Texas which consists of 458,484 households. For computational feasibility, we select 5%
random subsets of this modeled population and run 48 models in parallel. Nearly all agents of the population
are included in at least one of the 48 runs. Most agents are included in multiple runs, and a few are sampled
more than 10 times. The modeled population constitutes an empirical initialization: the agent characteristics
are grounded in actual, recent, region-specific data.
Age (years)
< 25

Race/ethnicity
Black or African American
American Indian and
Alaska Native

Income $
Less than 10,000

Size
2

10,000 - 14,999

3

45 - 64

Asian

15,000 - 19,999

4

> 65

Native Hawaiian and othe
Pacific Islander

20,000 - 24,999

5

Some other race

25,000 - 29,999

6

Two or more races
White, not Hispanic
or Latino

30,000 - 34,999

7+

Hispanic or Latino

40,000 - 44,999

25 - 44

35,000 - 39,999

45,000 - 49,999
50,000 - 59,999
60,000 - 74,999
75,000 - 99,999
100,000 - 124,999
125,000 - 149,999
150,000 - 199,999
200,000 or more

Occupation
Architecture and engineering
Arts, design, entertainment,
sports, and media
Building and grounds
cleaning and maintenance
Business and financial
operations
Community and social
service
Computer and mathematical
Construction and extraction
Educational instruction,
and library
Farming, fishing, and forestry
Food preparation and
serving related
Healthcare practitioners
and technical
Healthcare support
Installation, maintenance,
and repair
Legal
Life, physical, and social science
Management
Material moving
Office and administrative support
Personal care and service
Production
Protective service
Sales and related
Transportation

Table 2: Summary of ACS5 data bins by variable (ordered as in ACS5), occupations deemed essential are italicized and bolded.

Methods
4.1 The voluntary nature of many public-health policies, particularly for COVID-19 in many parts of the U.S., makes
policy compliance – and therefore behavioral heterogeneity – an important modeling consideration. Without
enforcement, such measures are only as good as the public’s adherence to them. Essential worker designation adds another axis of behavioral differentiation to the population, since essential workers often interact
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with others and do not shelter in place. The reduction in contact rates implied by public-health policies and
the variability between occupation designations highlights the importance of inhomogeneous mixing. Using
households as the representative agents, the ABM we develop and use for the purposes of this paper captures
these emergent dynamics for a population with diverse characteristics and behaviors. While the case-study presented here involves COVID-19, the modeling considerations and conclusions are relevant wherever modeled
behavior stems from data. In the following subsections, we present the computational framework of the model
(simulation methods), verification and validation checks, and the variations in techniques for introducing agent
heterogeneity alongside the methods and metrics for comparing them (analytical methods).

Simulation methods
4.2 Agent heterogeneity manifests in two stages of the model simulation: initialization and runtime. The agent
population samples described in Section 3 are the primary inputs to the ABM. Social networks are estimated
among agents in a particular sample by first constraining by geographic and income homophily to reflect that
agents geographically near to other agents and agents with similar socioeconomic status are likely to be connected. The social networks then become SWNs by randomly connecting agents to other agents in proportion
to their original degree. Agents within the same social network do not necessarily ever come into contact –
contacts are realized dynamically based on decisions driven by risk tolerance. Risk tolerance, which describes
an agent’s willingness to engage in risky behavior (e.g., not wearing a mask, attending large gatherings), is initialized as a monotonically decreasing function of age. This approach is consistent both with media reports
of younger people ignoring COVID-19 public-health warnings and with biological evidence that risk taking behavior decreases monotonically with age (Rutledge et al. 2016). From a policy perspective, a shelter-in-place
(SIP) measure is the most interesting lever modulating the agents’ environment as it controls the designation
of essential and nonessential activities and occupations.
4.3 During runtime, agents schedule three types of activities: service receipt, service provision, and social events.
Scheduling depends on their risk tolerance and whether a SIP order is in effect. Essential and nonessential activities and occupations are designated based on the U.S. Center for Disease Control (CDC) and local guidelines.
Service receipt represents seeking services – like medical care or food shopping – which are designated as essential during SIP. Agents receive these services regardless of policy and their risk tolerance. Service provision
captures workplace activities. Before the SIP policy is active and after it is withdrawn, all agents schedule work
activities where they interact with (a subset of) other agents of the same occupation category. When the SIP
order is active, only workers with occupations defined by the policy as “essential” continue these interactions.
While much of the modeled population reduces contacts, essential workers unintentionally end up playing a
central role in disease spread as they continue interacting with the individuals receiving essential services. Social events are nonessential activities discouraged during SIP. These are considered risky activities, and agents
with higher risk tolerance are likely to flout SIP and continue to engage in the social sphere. The emergent
contact network is generated by these three event types: social interactions along small-world-structured networks and service provision and service receipt events across random networks. Agents can become exposed
to the disease through any of the three activity types. Once exposed, agents follow a SEIR probabilistic disease
progression (Tec et al. 2020), which also effects their behavior. For example, symptomatic agents curtail all
three activities regardless of risk tolerance.
4.4 Agents modify their behavior – based on observations of the infection status and behavior of their peers –
through two types of updates. Network updates cause agents to revise their risk tolerance based on the prevalence of the disease in their social network. This introduces both so-called “contagions of fear” (Epstein et al.
2008) and also overconfidence in the absence of caution. Event updates impact the risk tolerance of participants
within a single interaction by moving the risk tolerance of all participating agents towards the group mean. This
simulates the influence of social reinforcement or erosion of behaviors, for example, mask wearing. Planned
interactions may or may not occur based on risk tolerance-driven decision making. For example, an agent with
a large social network but a low risk tolerance, may cancel all social activities and not come into contact with
anyone in their social network.
Limitations
4.5 One limitation of this model lies in the “polite” nature of the symptomatic individuals who cease all unnecessary activities. While it would be technically possible to model “impolite” symptomatic individuals, doing so
would effectively eliminate the distinction between symptomatic and asymptomatic individuals (who unknowingly spread disease). Additionally, two aspects of this model design tie it closely to the U.S. policy context.
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First is the focus on non-compulsory policy. This contrasts with other countries where policies were legally enforceable. Second is the use of U.S. Census Bureau data. We parameterize a behavioral driver (risk tolerance)
in terms of a readily observable characteristic (age). Replicating this kind of model elsewhere would require
sourcing and processing empirical demographic characteristics (not necessarily age) to tie to agent behavior
alongside outcome variables of interest (e.g., occupation, race/ethnicity). What observed characteristic to use
in parameterizing agent behavior will depend on the application of interest and data availability.

Model verification & validation
4.6 Besides systematically debugging and checking the code for errors, we confirmed that the model produced
sensible outputs when subjected to degenerate inputs (Abdou et al. 2012; Augusiak et al. 2014; Koehler et al.
2021). Specifically, we focused on ways to artificially constrain the agents’ social networks. First, we specified a
small radius for local neighbors, shrinking the maximum distance at which agents can belong to the same social
network before random rewiring. Second, we arbitrarily lowered the number of agents within that radius which
can belong to the network. Lastly, we allowed very few nodes to be rewired, localizing networks by limiting the
number of long-range social contacts. As expected, each of these constraints resulted in the disease spreading almost exclusively through essential employees. This outcome follows from the fact that if agents’ social
networks are small and local, the large majority of mixing and disease spread occurs through essential interactions. By concurrently reducing the number of essential employees, the degree of bottlenecking increased
even further and infectors were constrained to a very small subset of the population.
4.7 The model is calibrated to the empirical context of Travis County, Texas, USA. In this context, we establish validity at three levels: face, parameter, and process (Carley 1996). Parameter validity is established through the
close ties to the empirical context (See Section3: Data), and through the incorporation of empirical epidemiological parameters (Tec et al. 2020). Pattern validity is established as infection rates increase and subsequently
slow over time, mirroring the real-world pattern of waves of spreading infection. Specifically, disease spread
is initially uncontrolled before SIP is enacted (on day 28, in accordance with the empirical policy context) and
dampens the spread (Figure 3) – an additional discussion of this model’s implications for SIP policy can be found
in related work (Shastry et al. 2016). Furthermore, not formally but conceptually, the main results of this paper
are additional forms of validation and verification with regards to risk tolerance initialization and the event and
network update rules.

Analytical methods
4.8 Heterogeneous patterns in agent behavior in our model stem from agent’s risk tolerances and the social networks in which they are embedded. Each agent is initialized with some value of age-informed risk tolerance,
which evolves over time. The initial assignment of risk tolerance corresponds to initial heterogeneity while the
effect of model rulesets over time contribute to generated heterogeneity (Figure 2). For example, a population initialized with a low risk-tolerance (first row) will reduce contacts and tend to be less densely connected
compared to a high risk-tolerance population (second row); similarly, compared to an empirical initialization
(bottom row), a randomly initialized risk-tolerance (third row) will generate a less structured network. The network update and event update components of the rulesets shape the evolution of risk tolerance over time and
can be toggled on or off. By mixing and matching initializations with rulesets, we experiment with different
ways of introducing agent heterogeneity and observe how those initialization techniques interact with rulesets
dynamically to produce emergent outcomes in the system. We present results from four distinct initializations
of risk tolerance: two heterogeneous and two homogeneous. With heterogeneous starting conditions, risk tolerance is initialized as a monotonically decreasing function of age, so that older agents are less likely to engage
in risky behavior. Alternatively, a random initialization is provided where risk tolerance is not a function of age
and values are drawn randomly from the range of heterogeneous risk tolerances. Finally, with homogenous
starting conditions, risk tolerance is initialized at the upper or lower bound of the heterogeneous risk tolerance
values – simulating a uniformly risk tolerant or risk intolerant population, respectively.
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Figure 2: Agent risk tolerance (shown here as color) can be initialized (left) in many ways. This initialization
effects how the system of agents evolves over time (middle). The combination of initial and generated heterogeneity eventually impacts how infections (illustrated as black semi-circles) are distributed (right).
4.9 Recognizing that there are many justifiable ways to initialize and update behavioral heterogeneity, we analyze the response of our model to several configurations (summarized in Table 3). For example, in model run
A+N +E , agent risk tolerances are initialized as a function of age. Both network (N ) and event (E) update rules
are on, so heterogeneous individuals respond to the disease prevalence in their social networks as well as to
peer pressures during interactions at social events. In contrast, model run L+N ˘E has agents initialized homogenously with low risk tolerances. In L+N ˘E , only the network update rule is active, so these generally
risk-averse agents monitor disease prevalence in their network but are not affected by peer pressure. In order
to compare configurations listed in Table 3, we examine the properties of the emergent contact and exposure
networks. We compare how contacts and exposures per agent vary and how closely the emergent contact network resembles the initial network. In particular, we inspect the coefficient of variation and characteristic path
length in order to characterize the network type before, during, and after SIP. These intermediate outputs, as
opposed to direct model outputs (e.g., in epidemiology: size and profile of the outbreak), provide more insight
into how the model is working and therefore the impact of heterogeneity on model structure.
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Event Updates

No Event Updates

Heterogeneous Starting
Conditions
Network
No Network
Updates
Updates
Enhanced in-network
Nonuniform diffusion
diffusion
Empirical: A+N +E
Empirical: A−N +E
Random: R+N +E
Random: R−N +E
Highest sensitivity
No normative
to risk tolerance
influences
formulation
Empirical: A+N −E
Empirical: A−N −E
Random: R+N −E
Random: R−N −E

Homogeneous Starting
Conditions
Network
No Network
Updates
Updates
Uniform diffusion
High: H+N +E
Low: L+N +E
Uniform diffusion
without normative
influences
High: H+N −E
Low: L+N −E

Uniform,
unmitigated
diffusion
High: H−N −E
Low: L−N −E

Table 3: Permutation of model configurations (and codes corresponding to a shorthand name of the model)
where an agent’s risk tolerance can be shaped (1) over time by the infection status of agents in its social network – network updates (N ), (2) moderated in each event by the risk tolerances of the coparticipants – event
updates (E), or (3) both. The agents can be initialized with or without risk tolerance heterogeneity (A: Age-based
empirical; R: random). For the homogeneous initialization (H: high; L: low), we do not consider configurations
with only event updates since risk tolerances remain homogenous in the absence of network updates. The large
initial letter in a model code indicates the type of initialization, and the subscripts identify the configuration of
rules applied.

Results & Discussion
5.1 As discussed above, in the model used for this study agent behavior is driven by risk tolerance, interaction with
other agents, and response to policy context. Behavioral patterns – such as the extent of and variability in interagent mixing – that emerge through the model change depending on model initialization and configuration.
Of specific interest is how the initializations and ruleset configurations impact not just the high-level outcomes
of the model but also the mechanisms which derive those outcomes. While prior work has demonstrated that
the structure of input data may not have a large impact on outcomes (Buchmann et al. 2016), the results of
this study suggest that structure can indeed affect the generative mechanisms. In configurations with the same
initialization, rulesets may result in only small changes in infections (e.g., Figure 3, green) despite differences
in underlying contact networks (Figure 4: panel B, green). Put another way, even though two models may generate similar patterns of cumulative spread over time (Figure 3), we focus here on dissimilarities in the way the
model arrives at those similar outcomes. Changes in the characteristics of the input population alter the initial
heterogeneity while configurations of rulesets alter the nature of generated heterogeneity. Heterogeneity in
outcomes and emergent model structure can grow from both initial and generated heterogeneity. In the ABM
developed here, some degree of inhomogeneous mixing is always present, but the extent and structure of the
inhomogeneous mixing – the means by which the model arrives at an outcome – is determined by a combination of initial and generated heterogeneity. Network metrics – specifically, degree and characteristic path
length – and their variability and evolution over time give an indication of how the combination of initial and
generated heterogeneity change the underlying dynamics of the model at a level deeper than just the outcomes
(e.g., new infections).
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Figure 3: Daily cumulative infections as an outcome across all model runs. Initializations are identified by color,
while ruleset configurations are identified by line type.

Figure 4: Coefficient of variation (CV ) for contact network degree before, during, and after shelter in place from
left to right. The CV is measured for each run with each model represented by 48 runs. Notice, during SIP, the
dramatic differences between models with the standard, high & low initializations, compared with the relative
similarity of models with random initialization. The structure of emergent contact networks with age-based
risk tolerance, as well as both uniformly high risk tolerance initializations (analogous to a uniformly young population) and uniformly low risk tolerance initializations (analogous to a uniformly old population) are all very
sensitive to model rules that suppress some behaviors based on risk tolerance – while random unstructured
initializations do not produce much variation in structure of emergent contact networks under the same rules
regime.
5.2 A local feature of the contact network is the number of contacts an agent makes (i.e., the degree of a node).
Mixing is inhomogeneous if there is significant variability between agents. This variability in mixing – measured
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by the coefficient of variation (CV ) – is dependent on the policies aimed at reducing contact rates. Before the
start of SIP, agents are “unaware” and thus behavior interaction rules are inactive. As a result, the extent of mixing is dependent only on random encounters and the social network construction procedure, both of which are
uniform between runs and models (Figure 4: panel A). During SIP, the majority of agents cease workplace activities and reduce social contacts. This drives the CV higher as essential workers experience substantially more
interactions than others (panel B). In cases with non-random initial heterogeneity, enabling the network update
rule (A+N +E , A+N −E , H+N +E , H+N −E , L+N +E , L+N −E ) clearly impacts the extent to which the mixing is
inhomogeneous. However, with randomly initialized risk tolerances, the effect of the rule is not observed during SIP (R+N +E , R+N −E as compared to R−N +E , R−N −E ). In these cases, the network update rule results
in almost no reduction in CV – the effect is washed out by the unstructured heterogeneity in the initialization.
Thus, introducing unstructured initial heterogeneity into a model where rules systematically introduce generated heterogeneity reduces the influence of those rules. After SIP, agents return to work but remain aware. The
extent of inhomogeneous mixing approaches pre-SIP levels, but is moderated by lingering perceptions of risk
(Figure 4: panel C).

Figure 5: Coefficient of variation (CV ) for exposure network degree during shelter in place. The CV is measured
for each run and each model is represented by 48 runs.
5.3 Unlike the network update rule, the event update rule does not influence whether an interaction occurs and
therefore has no direct bearing on the contact network. The rule can, however, change the nature (from a risk
of infection perspective) of interactions and thus the resulting exposure network – i.e., the infection degree,
or number of infections caused by each agent. In general, event updates drive protective behavior (e.g., mask
wearing) which limits high infection degree (superspreading) events. In the exposure networks, this is borne out
as a reduction in the variability of infection degree (Figure 5: A−N +E vs. A−N −E & L+N +E vs. L+N −E ). Consider the two homogeneous initializations – uniformly high risk-tolerances and uniformly low risk tolerances
– as informative boundary conditions. The high risk-tolerance initialization produces the most agents willing
to engage in social activities which present a threat of becoming superspreading events since they can involve
many agents together. As a higher proportion of disease transmission occurs through social interactions, event
updates (H+N +E v. H+N −E ) have little moderating influence on the exposure networks: the same high risk
tolerances that drive large contact networks also drive large exposure networks. In contrast, the low risk initialization produces the fewest agents willing to engage in social activities. Fewer social interactions occur to begin
with and event updates (L+N +E v. L+N −E ) curb superspreading in the remaining, mostly essential, activities
where risk tolerances are not inherently high. Thus, overall, the impact of generated heterogeneity through
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event updates on contact and exposure network formation is relatively marginal. Next, we turn to the global
impact of network updates on the contact network structure.
5.4 The characteristic path length (CPL) is another metric which can indicate how the dynamics of the model are
affected by initial and generated heterogeneity. In a SWN, the average distance between nodes (or CPL) scales
as the logarithm of the number of nodes. Before the start of SIP, baseline contact networks are established: a
combination of each agent’s small world social network with random service provision and service receipt encounters. Panel A in Figure 6 demonstrates that this layering of small world and random networks consistently
preserves the small world features – essentially, the additional random networks serve to rewire the SWN with
a greater value of the rewiring parameter. As expected, the scaling of CPL/log(n) exhibits low variance between
runs and models.

Figure 6: Coefficient of variation (CV ) for exposure network degree during shelter in place. The CV is measured
for each run and each model is represented by 48 runs.
5.5 As the SIP order begins, agents revise their behavior and produce new interaction dynamics (Figure 6: panel B).
In all configurations, CPL/log(n) increases as contacts are reduced and the average distance between any two
agents grows. In runs with network updates and structured initialization – either empirically-sourced heterogeneity in the “A” runs or homogeneity as in the “H” and “L” runs (A+N +E , A+N −E , H+N +E , H+N −E , L+N +E ,
L+N −E ), the variance in this ratio also increases, suggesting that the network update rule is contributing generated heterogeneity to the structure of disease spread. When there is no accompanying increase in variance
(A−N +E , A−N −E , H−N −E , L−N −E , R+N +E , R−N +E , R+N −E , R−N −E ) the structure is, in a sense, predetermined by the original SWN formulation from before SIP. Models with unstructured initial heterogeneity
do not follow this pattern: even with network update rules (R+N +E & R+N −E ), the contact network structure
is still closely related to the original SWN. Thus, when risk tolerance is initialized randomly, the subsequent
structure of disease diffusion is disturbed even in the presence of behavioral elements in the model. More generally, initializing the model with unstructured heterogeneity can limit the effect of structural rules which would
otherwise amplify patterns embedded in a structured initialization. After SIP (panel C), agents return to work
but remain aware (e.g., H and L in panel A vs. panel C, Figure 6). Resuming workplace activities means that all
agents, regardless of their risk tolerance, have many more contacts which shrinks the CPL.
5.6

To illustrate how generated heterogeneity “picks up” initial structured heterogeneity, consider the relationship between agents’ social networks and the risk tolerances of agents therein. In models with empirical initial
heterogeneity, social networks consist of agents with similar incomes; incomes and age are related since they
are drawn from a joint distribution; and age is used to determine risk tolerance. Thus, risk tolerance typically
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varies little across socially connected agents due to the chain association of network-to-income, income-toage, and age-to-risk tolerance. With the randomly initialized population, risk tolerance is not a function of age
and the last link is broken – in fact, the variance in risk tolerance across the resulting social networks is an order of magnitude larger (see Figure 8 in the Appendix). Since risk tolerance is positively correlated with the
probability of infection (see Figure 7 in the Appendix), socially localized pockets of similar infection prevalence
occur under empirical initial risk tolerance. On the other hand, with randomized initial risk tolerance infection
spreads without socially localized character – as risk tolerance varies more widely among socially connected
agents so too does their chance of being infected. With randomized initial risk tolerance, the exposure network
forms with too great a focus on the random long-distance connections of the SWN and ignores the underlying
densely connected aspect of SWN structure – the result is the low variance scaling seen in Figure 6 panel B (the
last four columns corresponding to ‘R’). Once again, this suggests initializing the model with unstructured heterogeneity can hamper rules which would otherwise systematically generate heterogeneity. Randomization in
initialization can break structure relevant to all model configurations. Whereas the effect of randomization on
the coefficient of variation (Figure 4) is a local outcome, the overall network structure that the CPL points to is
global in nature. Although we assumed a functional form (based on age) for risk tolerance at the outset, these
results are instead driven by the structured (A, L, or H) or unstructured (R) nature of initializations.

Conclusions
6.1 How can models of population-scale phenomena incorporate heterogeneity in a way that improves understanding and generates practical insights? To address this question, we present an agent-based model of the
social spread of COVID-19 and examine the structural effects of agent heterogeneity. Our findings contribute to
an understanding of how heterogeneity is best incorporated into similar agent-based models where behavior is
driven by empirical agent characteristics that can change over time. In particular, we discussed ways of including different types of initial and generated heterogeneity and observed the properties of the emergent agent
networks. We find that randomly initializing the model weakens the influence of agent behavioral patterns on
contact and diffusion networks. Critical to the context of diffusion and, in particular disease spread, this manifests as the extent to which mixing is inhomogeneous. Understanding patterns in diffusion and disease spread
at the micro-level requires realistically representing individual-level heterogeneity. We show that when model
rules systematically generate heterogeneity, introducing unstructured initial heterogeneity interferes with the
structural influences of those rules. We further find that this result holds not only locally in terms of the number
of connections between individual agents, but is also globally in terms of the wider network structure. These
results provide compelling evidence that randomly introduced heterogenous initial conditions can have the unintended effect of dampening other important features of the model, thereby preventing a reliable understanding of both micro- and macro-level phenomena. Incorporating even limited empirical evidence in initializing
agent attributes that have a bearing on interactions and behaviors can provide value to a model, while random initializations can ultimately interfere structurally with the model’s relevance. Structured heterogeneity
in initialization propagates through to structural patterns in emergent features even against a backdrop of random unstructured interactions. For many ABMs, uncovering actionable insight into a phenomenon depends on
empirically-grounded heterogeneity in initialization or heterogeneity generated systematically through rules.
When this is the case, researchers must understand the nuanced implications of introducing unstructured randomness for both emergent outcomes and the processes by which outcomes are generated.

Model Documentation
The model code and user guides are available at this link: https://github.com/RaiResearchGroup/CoPE.
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Appendix

Figure 7: Relationship between Probability of Infection and Risk Tolerance.

Figure 8: Variance in risk tolerance across social networks, averaged over all agents and time steps for each run.
There is a drastic difference in mean variance when the population is initialized randomly.
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